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Frictional Characteristics in Deeper Part of Seismogenic Transition Zones on a Subduction Plate Boundary
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Earthquake and Tsunami Research Project for Disaster Prevention, Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology, Yokohama, Japan

1. Introduction

By virtue of dense networks of GPS and highly sensitive seismic stations, occurrences of deep low-frequency tremors/earthquakes have been recognized worldwide in the deep portions of subduction plate boundaries (e.g., Schwartz & Rokosky, 2007). Since these tremors and earthquakes have moment release rate smaller than that of regular earthquakes, the low-frequency tremors (LFTs) /earthquakes are classified into “slow-earthquake” group (Ide et al., 2007). The slow-earthquakes occur sometimes independently and sometimes break into chain-reaction propagating at a speed of about 10 km/day. However, a systematic explanation of the origin of such slow-earthquake migrations in some subduction zones is still lacking.

First of this study, we investigate the mechanisms of slow-earthquake migration by comparing observational results and numerical simulation results. Since some LFTs are found to be modulated by Earth tides (e.g., Nakata et al., 2008) and the moment release rate of the slow earthquake group is much smaller than that of regular earthquakes (Ide et al., 2007), they likely have low-stress drop and are sensitive to shear stress perturbations possibly induced by the preseismic slip of nearby megathrust earthquakes.

Second of this study, we propose a new method to detect precursory change around the large asperity prior to a megathrust earthquake, focusing on the spatio-temporal change of migration speed and moment release rate for nearby slow earthquakes. Recently, low-frequency tremors/earthquakes have been also detected in the shallower portion of frictional transition zone on the subduction plate boundaries (Obana & Kodaira, 2009).

Third of this study, we also perform another numerical simulation of shallow low-frequency tremors/earthquakes, comparing with the characteristics of the deep low-frequency tremors/earthquakes and discussing the strategy of Dense Oceanfloor Network System for Earthquakes and Tsunamis (DONET) toward an anticipated Tonankai Earthquake.

2. What makes low-frequency tremors/earthquakes migrate along strike?

In this section, we investigate the mechanisms of slow-earthquake migration by comparing observational results and numerical simulation results. One of possible mechanism is chain reaction of numerous small asperities (Fig. 1), which is based on the activity of small
repeating earthquakes triggered by afterslip of large interplate earthquakes (Matsuzawa et al., 2004).

On the other hand, some simulation results show slow-earthquake migration is reproduced by models with frictional properties almost uniform along strike and constant effective normal stress independent of depth under initial stress uniform along strike (e.g., Liu & Rice, 2005). Their simulation results suggest that an essential condition for the slow-earthquake migration is neither heterogeneous frictional properties nor heterogeneous initial stress distribution, if effective normal stress is constant at low value and independent of depth. In the case of effective normal stress proportional to depth for a model with uniform frictional properties, slow-earthquake migration does not occur (e.g., Hirose & Hirahara, 2002). Note that above all simulation studies adopt the same friction law. These previous simulation results raised the following question: For an asperity model with low effective normal stress around 30 km depth, are small asperities essential for the slow-earthquake migration?
In this section, we formulate several test models in order to understand the necessary conditions and characteristics for slow-earthquake migration.

2.1 A test model of chain reaction between numerous small asperities
A test model consists of a planar plate interface dipping at 15 degrees from the free surface in a homogeneous elastic half-space (Fig. 2) with a periodic boundary condition along the strike direction. The plate interface is divided into 1,024 (strike) × 293 (dip) cells.

Fig. 1. A schematic model of chain-reaction between asperities after Matsuzawa et al. (2004). Yellow stars represent rupture initiation points of slip events.
Fig. 2. A 3-Dimensional model of a subduction plate boundary with frictional parameter $a-b$ (Eq. 3). Cool color represents asperity.

Slip is assumed to occur in the pure dip direction and to obey the quasi-static equilibrium between shear and frictional stresses by introducing a radiation damping term (Rice, 1993):

$$
\mu \sigma_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} K_{ij}(u_j(t)-V_{pl}t) - \frac{G}{2\beta} \frac{du_i}{dt} \tag{1}
$$

Here, the subscripts $i$ and $j$ denote the location indices of a receiver and a source cell, respectively. The left hand side of equation (1) describes frictional stress, where $\mu$ and $\sigma$ is friction coefficient and effective normal stress, respectively. The right hand side describes the shear stress in the $i$-th cell caused by dislocations, where $K_{ij}$ is the Green’s function for the shear stress (Okada, 1992) on the $i$-th cell, $N$ is the total number of cells, $V_{pl}$ is the relative speed of the two plates, $t$ denotes time, $G$ is rigidity, $\beta$ is the shear wave speed. $K_{ij}$ is calculated from the quasi-static solution for uniform pure dip-slip $u$ relative to average slip $V_{pl}$ (Savage, 1983) over a rectangular dislocation in the $j$-th cell. Parts of the first term of the right-hand side are written as convolutions, by exploiting the along-strike invariance of the
Green’s function, and efficiently computed by the Fast Fourier Transform (e.g., Rice, 1993; Liu & Rice, 2005).

In Eq. (1), the effective normal stress $\sigma$ is given by

$$\sigma(z) = \kappa(z)(\rho_{\text{rock}} - \rho_{w})gz,$$  

where $\rho_{\text{rock}}$ and $\rho_{w}$ are the densities of rock and water, respectively, $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity, and $z$ is the depth. The function $\kappa(z)$ is a super-hydrostatic pore pressure factor, as given in Fig. 3. We assume that a high-pore-pressure system locally exists around a depth of 30 km based on the high-$V_p/V_s$ zones in southwestern Japan (e.g., Shelly et al., 2006). The increase in pore pressure is probably due to the dehydration derived from the change in facies in the slab (e.g., Hacker et al., 2003). Ariyoshi et al. (2007) estimated that the value of $\kappa$ is 0.1 for the deeper part (>30 km depth) based on the post-seismic slip propagation speed.

On the basis of the stress field observation in northeastern and southwestern Honshu, Japan, Wang & Suyehiro (1999) suggested that the apparent frictional coefficient is approximately 0.03, which is consistent with $\kappa = 0.1$. The friction coefficient $\mu$ is assumed to obey an RSF law (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983), as given by

$$\mu = \mu_0 + a \log \left( V/V_0 \right) + b \log \left( V/d_c \right),$$

$$d/dt = 1 - V/\dot{\theta},$$

where $a$ and $b$ are friction coefficient parameters, $d_c$ is the characteristic slip distance associated with $b$, $\dot{\theta}$ is a state variable for the plate interface, $V$ is the slip velocity, and $\mu_0$ is a reference friction coefficient defined at a constant reference slip velocity of $V_0$. We consider a model with close-set numerous small asperities on the deeper outskirt of a great asperity, as proposed by Dragert et al. (2007). In the present study, an asperity denotes a region with $a-b = \gamma < 0$, following Boatwright & Cocco (1996). The plate interface is demarcated into five parts, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3: (i) one large asperity (LA), (ii) 90 small asperities (SAs), (iii) a shallow stable zone, (iv) a deep stable zone, and (v) a transition zone ($\gamma \sim +0$). The values of frictional parameters as described in the caption of Fig. 3 are based on rock laboratory results (e.g., Blanpied et al., 1998), which will be discussed later.

The constant parameters in the present study are $V_{pl} = 4.0 \times 10^{-2} \text{ m/yr}$ (or $1.3 \times 10^{-9} \text{ m/s}$), $G = 30 \text{ GPa}$, $\beta = 3.75 \text{ km/s}$, $\rho_{\text{rock}} = 2.75 \times 10^3 \text{ kg/m}^3$, $\rho_{w} = 1.0 \times 10^3 \text{ kg/m}^3$, $g = 9.8 \text{ m/s}^2$, $V_0 = 1 \mu\text{m/s}$, $\mu_0 = 0.6$, and Poisson’s ratio $\varepsilon = 0.25$.

### 2.2 Simulation results of chain reaction effect on low-frequency event migration

Fig. 4 shows the spatial distribution of slip velocity about 37 years before the origin time of a megathrust earthquake in the large asperity. The recurrence interval and magnitude of the megathrust earthquake in our simulation is 116 years and $M_w 7.9$, respectively, where seismic slip is defined as slip faster than 1 cm/sec. The large asperity (LA) is strongly locked while a slow-earthquake occurs in some of small asperities (SA).

Fig. 5 shows time history of velocity field before and after the megathrust earthquake. Figures 2 and 3 suggest slow-earthquake migration at the migration rate of 0.3–3 km/day, which is driven by the chain reaction of small asperities. On the other hand, these figures also show that slow-earthquake migration does not usually occur in the region without small asperities, where slip velocity is largely stable at values comparable to $V_{pl}$.
Fig. 3. Frictional parameters ($a$, $\gamma$ (= $a$-$b$), $d_c$, $\kappa$ (See Eq. (2))) as functions of distance along the dip direction from the surface on the plate boundary, where ($a_1, a_2$) = (2, 5) [×10$^{-3}$], ($\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3, \gamma_4$) = (0.5, 0.01, -0.5, 4.9) [×10$^{-3}$], ($d_{c1}, d_{c2}, d_{c3}$) = (10, 0.43, 100) [mm], and ($\kappa_1, \kappa_2$) = (1.0, 0.1). Half the length of the minor axis (along dip) of the elliptical asperity takes the following values: for LA, ($R_1, R_2, R_3$) = (35, 36.25, 37.5) [km] and for SA, ($r_1, r_2, r_3$) = (1.33, 1.5, 1.67) [km], where the aspect ratios for LA and SA are 2.0 and 1.5, respectively. The distance between central points of SA along strike and dip direction is 2 and 2.5 km, respectively. This figure is developed from Ariyoshi et al. (2011a).
Fig. 4. Velocity field on the subduction plate boundary 36.6 years before the megathrust earthquake. Note that $8 \log_{10}(V/V_{pl})$ is about 1 cm/sec. This figure is developed from Ariyoshi et al. (2011a).
Fig. 5. Spatiotemporal evolution of slip velocities at the “Dip” of 115 km along strike as shown in Fig. 3 before and after the megathrust earthquake in case that numerous small asperities in Fig. 3 are removed for Strike>0. Color scale is the same as Fig. 4. This figure is developed from Ariyoshi et al. (2011a).

After about 4.5 years after the megathrust earthquake in Fig. 5, the largest slow slip event (~ 10 $V_{pl}$ at most; much slower than slow-earthquakes in Fig. 5) occurs in the region without small asperities. Since all of slow slip events in the region without small asperities originate from the transition between SA-belt and no-SA (between Strike = 0 and 75 km due to the cyclic boundary condition along strike direction), these slow slip events are triggered by the chain reaction of SA.
2.3 Size effect of small asperities on chain reaction behaviors

Next, we perform another test model with different size of asperity generating chain reaction as shown in Fig. 6 in order to investigate size effect.

![Spatial distribution of large asperity (LA), middle asperity (MA), small asperity (SA) with identification numbers of the asperities, weak stable (WS; \( a-b < 0 \)) and strong stable (SS; \( a-b >> 0 \)). Setting fault geometry, elevated pore pressure, and the constant value of other geophysical parameter is the same as section 2.2. This figure is partly derived from Ariyoshi et al. (2009).](image)

Figs. 7a-7k shows simulation results of slip migration driven by chain reaction of asperities. For MA (left panel of Figs. 7a-7e), unilateral chained propagation process is clearly seen for MA, with propagation speed between asperities No. 7 to No. 5 of about 0.2 km/day (Figs. 7b-d). In the time span indicated by the cyan background in Figs. 7l-m, the patterns of stress drop and averaged slip velocity at asperities No. 3 to 5 appear to be relatively similar but quantitatively different. Especially, the amount of stress drop and averaged slip velocity in asperity No. 3 is greater than in the others. In addition, there is not only leftward chained propagation from the asperity No. 10 but also rightward propagation from the asperity No. 2, where the latter is much slower than the former because of the large area locked in the asperity No. 3. In Fig. 7e, both chained propagations cross at the asperity No. 3, which promotes larger stress drop and higher slip velocity. Since similar behavior seems to be seen in the simulation of Liu & Rice (2005), these results suggests that some phenomena generated by introducing along-strike variations of constitutive parameters or non-uniform initial conditions may be represented by interaction between small asperities.

On the other hand, the propagation process of SA is different from that of MA in some respects. On the right side of Fig. 7 shows leftward propagation from the asperity No. 2 through No. 31 to No. 22, which is due to the periodic boundary condition. In the time span indicated by a green background in Figs. 7n-o, there are two slow earthquakes for each asperity from No. 28 to 31. Propagation speed between asperities No. 31 to 28, No. 28 to 23 and No. 23 to 22 is about 0.2, 0.15 and 0.03 km/day, respectively, which progressively becomes slower than that of MA. Fig. 7j shows that rightward propagation from the asperity No. 27 and 30 is also seen.
Fig. 7. Examples of chain-reaction between asperities for MA (left panels (a)-(e)) and SA (right panels (f)-(k)) with time history of friction and normalized slip velocity averaged in each asperity (MA; (l)(m), SA; (n)(o)) after Ariyoshi et al. (2009). Italic numbers are identification of asperities. Cyan and green regions correspond to time spans of snapshots for MA and SA, respectively.
These differences from MA are explained as follows. SA has shorter recurrence intervals and smaller moment release because of smaller asperity size with shorter characteristic distance than those of MA. The smaller moment release makes propagation speed slower (0.03 km/day for SA is smaller than 0.2 km/day for LA), which causes that recurrence interval of SA is relatively much shorter than the passage time of aseismic slip across more than twice the SA diameters (10 km). In addition, locking of SA soon after the occurrence of slow earthquakes, due to their short characteristic distance, tends to prevent aseismic slip propagation. Therefore, slow earthquakes occur again soon after the passage of aseismic slip from asperity No. 29 as shown in Figs. 7n-o. This is why propagation process of SA as shown in Figs. 7n-o appears to be bilateral, rather than the unilateral propagation seen in Figs. 7a-7e.

2.4 Discussions of chain reaction effect on slow earthquake migration

Fig. 5 clearly shows that only slow slip events occur at depth of 30 km where frictional property is slightly stable and uniform along strike, while various slow earthquakes including very low-frequency events (orange color in Fig. 5) are generated by chain reaction between small asperities. This result suggests that chain reaction model as shown in Fig. 1 can explain various types of slow earthquakes occur in the same region.

Fig. 7 shows that MA has recurrence interval longer than that of SA, which is also seen for migration distance. These results may suggest that we can estimate asperity size on the basis of migration distance and recurrence interval of slow earthquakes.

For example, migration of low-frequency tremor observed in Kii and Tokai area tends to be unilateral with longer travel distance and longer recurrence interval of slip events, while the tremor in Shikoku tends to be shorter recurrence interval and shorter travel distance (e.g., Obara, 2010). These results suggest that size of asperities generating slow earthquakes in Kii and Tokai is larger than that in Shikoku. Therefore, investigating slow earthquake migration process is important to estimate the characteristics of small asperities.

3. Application to the detection of preseismic slip for megathrust earthquakes

As pre- and post-seismic changes, intense LFT activity began to occur almost directly below the 2004 Parkfield earthquake about three weeks before the earthquake and has continued only apart from the hypocenter over for four years (Nadeau & Guilhem, 2009; Shelly, 2009), which means that the distance from the hypocenter of triggering earthquake may also affect the sensitivity of LFT to pre- and post-seismic slip (Shelly, 2009).

In this section, we try to apply preseismic change of slow earthquake migration to the detection of megathrust earthquakes on the basis of characteristics of slow earthquake migration as described in the section 2.

3.1 A test model of slow earthquake migration for long travel distance

Fig. 8 shows a 3-D model of a subduction plate boundary derived from Fig. 2. Its frictional parameter is the same as Fig. 3 in order to investigate slow earthquake migration for long distance across the center of large asperity along strike direction as observed south-western Japan (Obara, 2010).
3.2 Long-term change in the migration speed of slow earthquake swarms

Figs. 9a and 9b show the spatiotemporal evolution of the slip velocity normalized by $V_{pl}$ at 115 km down-dip from the trench (along green line in Figs. 9d and 9e) in the interseismic and preseismic stages, respectively. Close-up of the slip velocity pattern in the rectangle in Fig. 9b is shown in Fig. 9c. Figs. 9d and 9e show the snapshots of the normalized slip velocity 20 years after and 0.86 years before a megathrust earthquake, respectively. Based on Figs. 9a-9c, we calculate the migration speeds of slow earthquake swarms by tracking transients with slip rate ranging from 2 to 10 $V_{pl}$ (indicated by yellow color). Periods of larger slip rate (from 10 to 100 $V_{pl}$ indicated by orange colors) are difficult to find in Fig. 9b because of their short duration, except for times later than -0.2 years in Fig. 9b. The dominant migration speed is calculated to be approximately 0.3 to 1 km/day during the interseismic stage (Fig. 9a), while 1 to 3 km/day in the preseismic stage (Fig 9b). Therefore, the simulation results suggest that monitoring of the migration speeds of slow earthquake swarms as well as recurrence intervals are useful to forecast great earthquakes. Approximately one month before the megathrust earthquake, Fig. 9b shows that the dominant slip velocity for $|\text{Strike}| < 40$ km becomes higher than 10 $V_{pl}$ (orange) and is sustained over a long duration time (more than one month). This implies that the moment release rates of slow earthquake swarms near the locked region of LA just before a megathrust earthquake tend to be significantly higher than that in the interseismic stage.
Fig. 9. (a)(b) Spatiotemporal evolution of slip velocities at the “Dip” of 115 km along strike (green line in Figs. 9d and 9e) in the interseismic and preseismic stages, respectively, after Ariyoshi et al. (2011b). Color scale is the same as Fig. 4. The broken lines in (a) denote the migration speed in km/day. (c) Close up of the slip velocity evolution in the spatiotemporal region enclosed by the green rectangle in (b), keeping the aspect ratio of space to time. (d)(e) Snapshots of the slip velocity field (d) 20 years after and (e) 0.86 year before the occurrence time of the megathrust earthquake. The ellipse enclosed by the purple curve in (e) represents a large aseismic slip event activating slow earthquakes as shown by the ellipse in (b).

Fig. 9d suggests that the slip velocity is approximately less than $0.5 V_{pl}$ (aqua) in the region surrounding the SA (boxed area) and less than $0.1 V_{pl}$ (blue) dominantly along the center of...
the SA belt (green line), except for the region where a slow earthquake migration occurs (yellow and orange). Fig. 9e suggests that the area of higher slip velocity (orange) covering SAs in the preseismic stage tends to be larger than in the interseismic stage as shown in Fig. 9d, and there is no region in which the slip velocity is less than 0.1 $V_{pl}$. Slip velocity in LA becomes higher due to the preseismic slip, especially about one year before the megathrust earthquake. These results mean that preseismic slip of LA promotes higher moment release rates of slow earthquake due to its higher slip velocity.

### 3.3 Comparison of slow earthquakes between simulation and observational results

Fig. 9e shows that a large aseismic slip event occurs locally between LA and the SA belt (indicated by the ellipse) approximately one year before the megathrust earthquake. The spatiotemporal region enclosed by the ellipse in Fig. 9b shows that the large aseismic slip event triggers slow earthquakes in the SA belt with a shorter recurrence interval compared to other areas ($|\text{Strike}| > 20$ km). The migration distance in the SA belt corresponds to the size of the large aseismic slip region ($|\text{Strike}| < 20$ km). This behavior is similar to the long-term SSE (slow slip event) observed at Bungo Channel in 2003, where nearby LFT (low frequency tremor) migration had occurred either at a shorter recurrence interval or nearly continuously for several months (Obara, 2010). Therefore, the activity of the LFTs may be useful to estimate the duration and the location of local aseismic slip events, such as the long-term SSE and the preseismic slip in the deeper part of LA.

As pre- and post-seismic changes, intense LFT activity began to occur almost directly below the 2004 Parkfield earthquake about three weeks before the earthquake and has continued only apart from the hypocenter over for four years (Nadeau & Guilhem, 2009; Shelly, 2009), which means that the distance from the hypocenter of triggering earthquake may also affect the sensitivity of LFT to pre- and post-seismic slip (Shelly, 2009).

Our simulation shows that the moment release rate of slow earthquakes near the locked region of LA becomes higher about one month before the megathrust earthquake as mentioned in the section 3.2, and Figs. 9ab show that a shorter recurrence interval of slow earthquakes in the SA belt occurs several years after the megathrust earthquake. These simulation results are consistent with those results observed in Parkfield for the pre- and post-seismic stages of nearby large earthquakes.

Since SSE, pre- and post-seismic slips are all transients of interplate-slip faster than $V_{pl}$, the observations reported by Obara (2010), Nadeau & Guilhem (2009), and Shelly (2009) would support our suggestion that the preseismic slip of megathrust earthquakes can be practically detected by monitoring slow earthquake migrations, even if the actual $d_c$ is less than several centimeters.

### 4. Monitoring slow earthquakes in shallower part by DONET

Recently, slow earthquakes have been also observed in shallower part of subduction plate boundaries (e.g., Hirose et al., 2010). As seen in Figs. 9d and 9e, stress shadow of LA has more effective on shallower part of transition zone. This means that preseismic change of slow earthquake may be more sensitive in the shallower part. In this section, we develop a model of slow earthquake migration in shallower part of transition zone in addition to deeper part, discussing the detectability of Dense Oceanfloor Network System for Earthquakes and Tsunamis (DONET) toward an anticipated Tonankai Earthquake (Fig. 10).
4.1 Design concept of DONET toward forecasting the Tonankai earthquake

In Fig. 10, DONET has a submarine cabled real-time seafloor observatory network for the precise earthquake and tsunami monitoring. For the purpose of understanding and forecasting the earthquake and related activities underneath the seafloor, the twenty sets of state-of-arts submarine cabled sub-sea measurement instrument will be deployed in seafloor at the interval of 15-20km. All of the twenty sets of preliminary interface have been installed just on July 31, 2011 and are to be prepared in consideration of the improvement of observation capability in the future.

As described by Kawaguchi et al. (2011), operating large-scale subsea infrastructure over a long period of time (20-30 years) is one of a challenge of underwater technology. The increase of measurement instruments has a big influence on the total system reliability, because of the state-of-arts instrument is a bottleneck to maintain long-term reliability. A novel system design concept is necessary for the observatory network development to make two demands such as 'high reliability system design' and 'state-of-arts measurement' united. The observatory network should be able to replace, maintenance and extend while operating, and should be have a redundancy for the internal or external observatory network component failure. To achieve these requirements, DONET adapt a strategy to combining the following three major components with different system reliability: (i) high
reliability backbone cable system, (ii) replaceable science node, and (iii) extendable measurement instruments.

4.2 Expectation of preseismic monitoring by DONET

Fig. 11 shows a map projection of 3-D subduction plate boundary model in Tonankai region. In this study, we introduce a plate interface bended by spline curve along dip direction, taking it into account the structural survey published by Nakanishi et al. (2008). Hypocenter of shallower part of slow earthquakes is mainly based on the recent studies (e.g., Obara & Shiomi, 2009).

Megathrust earthquake ($M_w 8.2$) occurring in LA has periodic recurrence time of 113 years. Fig. 12 shows snapshot of slip velocity field in the interseismic and preseismic stage of the megathrust earthquake. Comparing shallower part of slow earthquake activity with deeper part, we found that the shallower part of slow earthquakes is less active than the deeper part in the interseismic stage of the megathrust earthquake (in the top of Fig. 12), because stress shadow from LA has more effective on the shallower part. In the preseismic stage (in the bottom of Fig. 12), the shallower part of slow earthquake comes to be similar to the deeper part and to be more active especially around the center of LA, because locked region is only around the center of LA and slip deficit in the preseismic stage is more than deeper part. These simulation results suggest that monitoring the shallower part of slow earthquakes may be effective on the ground that it is more sensitive to the preseismic change of the megathrust earthquake because of free surface condition.

In order to detect the preseismic slip of the next Tonankai earthquake in the near future, DONET would play an important role in monitoring shallower part of slow earthquake migration from the view of shortening recurrence interval and increasing migration speed as pointed out in the section of 3.2. Considering the location of 20 observation points as shown in Fig. 11 and numerical simulation results in Figs. 11 and 12, we expect DONET to do precise detection of preseismic change of the Tonankai earthquake as listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Long</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Dislocation</th>
<th>Main</th>
<th>Afterslip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node A</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node B</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node C</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node D</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node E</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. DONET’s major roles in monitoring seismic & crustal change due to the Tonankai earthquake.
Fig. 11. A 3-D map projection of a subduction plate boundary model for Tonankai earthquake. Frictional parameter for Shallow Stable Zone, Deep Stable Zone, Large & Small Asperity, and Transition Zone is the same as Fig. 3 but \((k_1, k_2) = (0.3, 0.1)\) on the basis of afterslip propagation speed investigated by Ariyoshi et al. (2007) and the value of \(d_2\) for SA in shallower part is 0.3 mm. Note that we use shade effect on the color scale by applying the command “grdgradient” (Wessel & Smith, 1998) in order to show the bending shape visually. Twenty open circles with five nodes represent observation points of DONET as shown in Fig. 10.

“Long” & “Short” represent long-term & short-term forecast based on recurrence interval and migration speed of slow earthquakes, respectively. “Coverage” represents significant effect on estimating hypocenters of slow earthquakes with high precision due to the coverage from trench side. “Dislocation” represents key observation points for estimating slip amount of continental plate relative to oceanic plate. “Main” represents main part of seismic slip process generated from LA. “Afterslip” represents aseismic slip along trench which may triggers nearby Nankai earthquake.

On the basis of numerical simulation results as shown in Fig. 12 and Table 1, DONET is expected to play important role in monitoring preseismic change of the next Tonankai earthquake from the view of various points including shallower part of slow earthquake activity and in judging the possibility of triggering the nearby Nankai earthquake, which had occurred in 1946 two years after the 1944 Tonankai earthquake.
Fig. 12. Snapshots of slip velocity on the plate boundary about 20 years after the megathrust earthquake (top; interseismic period) and 2.5 years before (bottom; preseismic period). Color scale is the same as Fig. 4 but shade effect by applying the command “grdgradient” (Wessel & Smith, 1998) in order to show the bending shape visually. Twenty open circles with five nodes represent observation points of DONET as shown in Fig. 10.
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